
VersaSwift
2 ClampyKates

2  Flat-Pack Swift Spools

2  TensiTamers

 
Tips to Remember:

• Trust the process and leave your skein loose.
• Don’t forget your TensiTamer; it doesn’t need to be tight, but it will help as long as it’s there.
• In a vertical set-up, pull your yarn from the top towards you. 
• In a horizontal set-up, pull your yarn from the outside of the spools.
• When in doubt, watch the instruction video again.
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TO BEGIN
Remove all items from the packaging, and take a few minutes to get familiar with everything.

Watch the how-to video (QR Code is above) before you begin in order to become more familiar with the process.

Choose the surface you would like to attach the ClampyKates to. There is a small thumb screw located on the clamp that 
will allow you to use the Kate fully vertical, at a 45° angle, or a 90° degree angle.  
NOTE: For a horizontal surface, the 90° setting works best, and for a vertical surface, the fully vertical setting works best.

Setting Up the VersaSwift
SEE ALSO THE INSTRUCTION VIDEO

To begin, remove the TensiTamer from one of the ClampyKates. Attach the Kate to your preferred surface with the shaft in 
your preferred alignment. Take one of the Swift Spools and slide it onto the Kate. Place your TensiTamer on the shaft, and 
tighten it down to where it is close enough to hold everything in place, but not close enough to touch the spool

Place your skein of yarn on the spool, orienting it so that you will be pulling the yarn toward you from the top.

Attach the remaining ClampyKate to the surface so that it sits about an inch above the end of your skein. Do not tighten your 
clamp all the way down yet, as you may need to adjust where it sits.

Note: You want your skein to remain fairly loose so that it moves freely when winding (it should feel looser than you think it 
should be). 

Remove the TensiTamer from your second Swift Spool, slide the spool over the Kate, and place the bottom of your skein over 
the spool. Once you have a feel for how tight/loose your skein is, adjust the second ClampyKate as needed.

Once you have the proper spacing between your Swift Spools, tighten your second ClampyKate down, making sure 
everything is secure, and then place the TensiTamer on the shaft as before (close enough to hold everything in place, but not 
touching).

Grab the end of your skein and attach it to your ball winder or other device (not included).

Note: Please ensure that your clamps are fully tightened down before winding your skein. 

Begin winding, trying to stay in line with the VersaSwift, and make any adjustments to the spacing as needed. 


